
NOTATION 

T, temperature of the mixture; C, vector of molar concentrations of the mixture compo- 
nents; C', vector of concentrations converted according to relations (13); [D], matrix 
of multicomponent diffusion coefficients; F D'], a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of matrix 
[D]; [G] and [L], fundamental matrices for the gaseous component and the liquid component, 
respectively; k, thermal conductivity; <, thermal diffusivity; q, heat flux; J, vector of 
diffusion fluxes of the mixture components; [mj, Pl, P2, parameters in the equilibrium re- 
lation (5); AHi, difference between molar enthalpies of the i-th component in the gaseous 
phase and in the liquid phase, respectively, carried by its mass flux across the inter- 
phase boundary; n, number of mixture components; h0, thickness of the liquid film; R, pipe 
radius; u, velocity of the phases in directional motion; t, x, y, space coordinates; D1,q2, 
dimensionless coordinates; and [I] , unit matrix. Subscripts i refers to the i-th compo- 
nent; L, liquid phase; G, gaseous phase; and 0, value of a quantity at the boundary. 
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CRITERION FOR THE BREAKUP OF LIQUID DROPS AND JETS 

V. B. Okhotskii UDC 532.529 

The conditions of the breakup of liquid drops and jets are determined using 
wave theory. 

The breakup of liquids is accomplished pneumatically, in particular, for the intensifi- 
cation of physicochemical processes in engineering. The mechanism of this process has been 
studied in many investigations, much of which has been systematized in [1-3]. It has been 
established that irregularities of the wave type develop on the surface of a liquid with 
the motion of a gas stream relative to it. These travel and increase in size, separating 
from the liquid surface and being converted into drops of smaller size than the initial 
volume of liquid. Since no significant difference in the conditions of liquid breakup is 
noted with variation of the position of the gas-liquid interface in space, it can be as- 
sumed that the waves have a capillary nature, and the theory of the development of these 
waves at a gas-liquid interface [4] can be used. 

Let us assume that capillary waves develop on the surface of a volume of liquid at its 
frontal point when a gas stream impinges on it. Their amplitudes grow with time and over 
the period Tg r they become comparable with the wavelength ~ ~ k, and according to [4] this 
leads to separation of the wave from the surface of the liquid, i.e., to the breakup of its 
original volume. Since the waves move over the surface of the volume of liquid, it is ob- 
vious that such breakup becomes possible if the growth time of at least one wave is less 
than the time Tmo of its motion over the surface of the volume. On the other hand, it is 
necessary that the length of at least one wave be less than the characteristic size ~ of the 
volume of liquid being broken up. 
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Fig. i. Limiting conditions for the breakup of liquid 
drops and jets: la, ib) based on Eqs. (8) and (i0); 
2a, 2b) on (9) and (II); 3-6) experimental data on the 
breakup of drops and on the axisymmetric and bending 
breakup and the atomization of liquid jets. 

The expressions obtained in [4] for the lengths of the generated waves and their growth 
times can be represented in the form 

l =  kx~(2)7/3 p~/3~2/3(p~$)2/3 

I: gr 

�9 I /3~I /3 2/3 ""t,~} 513 ~ t  yr. 

1 1 ) ' 
[5 ~/3 (pyre) "~/3 k~/2 k ~_~. . (2) 

while the time of motion of a wave over a segment S is 
r 

_ (2)2/3sk /2 
~mo [j l l3r ~,i2 , 3 (3) 

,,i,-~11~l ~ / 
Comparing (2)  and ( 3 ) ,  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  breakup c o n d i t i o n  r g r  < Xmo we o b t a i n ,  a f t e r  t r a n s -  
f o r m a t  i o n s ,  

(We)'re >/ ~ / S-)"  

For t h e  second  breakup  c o n d i t i o n  k ! s we f i n d ,  u s i n g  Eq. ( 1 ) ,  

k~i2(2)712 312 ._~_)3/2. 
(We)2m ~ 13(Lp),M (, (5) 

It has been established experimentally that the separation of drops from the surface 
of a liquid volume that is breaking up takes place approximately in the section from the 
frontal point to the equatorial plane of the latter. This is evidently connected with the 
separation of the gas stream in flow over the body and with the formation behind the latter 
of a wake in which the directional flow prevents the capillary waves from continuing to 
move beyond the equatorial plane into the rear part of the volume that is breaking up. In 
such a case S < ~D/4, and for the most rapidly growing waves, for which k X = (2) ~/3 [4], the 
first breakup condition takes the form 

One can assume that the maximum characteristic size of a volume that is breaking up is 
its half-perimeter, along which waves of the minimum size kmi n must fit, according to the 
second breakup condition. For the latter waves k k -- I, according to [4], and the second 
breakup condition (5) takes the form 

(2>~ ( 7 ) (We)., r e  
(Lp) ~ t~ 
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Since the theory of [4] was developed for a plane gas-liquid interface, the concept of 
the reduced velocity of the gas stream is introduced in application to the curved surface oc- 
curring in the breakup of liquid drops and jets. The solution using this procedure has an 
approximate character. Since for a sphere the tangential component of the relative velocity 

is v e = 3/2 vsin 0, for the first breakup condition in the section 0 < 8 < v/2 the reduced 
velocity is Vre = (3/v)v, while for the second condition, when equal but oppositely directed 
streams act in the sections 0 J 0 J v/2 and ~/2 J e < ~, flowing onto the upwind side and 
flowing over in the wake on the downwind side, Vre =-(6/~)v. Substituting the expression 
for Vre into (6) and (7), for the initial breakup time we obtain 

(.0.)5 ~ ( 8 ) 
(Web ~ -  (3) "~ 

and 

(We),_, > (2)aa~ (3)~ (Lp)~/2 (9) 

The breakup of a liquid escaping from a nozzle into a gas phase can take place in an 
axisymmetric, bending, or atomizing regime. 

In the axisymmetric regime the waves forming at the frontal point of the escaping jet 
move along the surface of the liquid toward the nozzle. It can be assumed that for the jet 
to retain stability it is necessary that the minimum wavelength, which can increase with 
time, be greater than the half-perimeter of a drop formed as a result of axisymmetric breakup. 
Otherwise the formation of the drop is not completed and, as a result of the continuing 
entry of liquid, it grows into a cylinder of a length such that this condition is satisfied. 
The cylinder bends due to instability at the outflow velocities reached, and the breakup of 
the jet occurs in the bending regime. Since the minimum possible diameter of a drop corres- 
ponds to the nozzle diameter, the condition for the transition from axisymmetric to bending 
breakup is described by Eq. (9). 

In the regime of bending breakup waves develop on the upwind side of each segment of the 
jet at the frontal generating line under the action of the oncoming stream while a wake 
develops on the downwind side as a result of separation of the gas stream. It is obvious 
that the transition from the bending regime of breakup to atomization will also occur when 
the two conditions described above are observed for a volume of the liquid. In contrast to 
a sphere, in flow over a cylinder v G = 2v sin 8. If one assumes that the jet has the shape 
of a simple sinusoid in the regime of bending breakup, then at the point of a bend, where 
these conditions must be satisfied first of all, Vre = (2)3/Zv/v for the first while Vre = 
(2)S/~v/~ for the second. After substituting these quantities into Eqs. (6) and (7), we 
obtain 

(Web ~> (2) ~ (lO) 
a~ 

and 

~We)=~> a~ ( i i )  
(Lp) 112 

Thus, the conditions (8) and (9) must be satisfied for the breakup of a drop in a gas 
stream. In the case of a jet escaping into a gas phase the transition from axisymmetric to 
bending breakup occurs when the condition (9) is satisfied, while the transition from bend- 
ing to atomizing breakup occurs when (I0) and (ii) are satisfied. 

In Fig. I we present experimental data on the conditions of breakup of liquid drops [5- 
i0] and jets [i], as well as the expressions (8)-(11) found analytically. The agreement 
obtained between them can be considered satisfactory. The breakup of liquid drops and jets 
in the atomizing regime, of particular importance in engineering, evidently occurs when the 
first breakup condition is satisfied for nonviscous liquids and when the second condition 
is satisfied for viscous liquids, since for a given value of the Laplace number the values 
of the Weber number required for atomization prove to be higher than those needed to satisfy 
the second condition for nonviscous liquids and the first condition for viscous liquids. 
The critical value of the Laplace number, above which a liquid can be treated as nonviscous 
and below which it can be treated as viscous, is, for both liquid drops and jets. 

(Lp)cr _ (3) ~2 (12) 
(2? 
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NOTATION 

~, ~, wx,length, amplitude, and velocity of motion of a wave; ps Us o, density, co- 
efficient of dynamic viscosity, and specific surface energy of the liquid that is breaking 
up; k%, proportionality factor in the expression ~ = kk kmin; D, diameter of the liquid 
drops and jets breaking up; We ~ ~ambV2D/o, Weber number; Were ~ PambV~eD/o, reduced Weber 

number; Lp ~ p~Dq , Laplace number; Pamb, density of the oncoming gas stream;v, relative 

Z 
velocity of the oncoming stream; T, time; S, path length traveled by the wave; t, character- 
istic size of the volume breaking up; 8, angle between the point under consideration and the 
frontal point on the surface volume breaking up in the polar coordinate system. Indices: s 
liquid; amh, ambient medium; gr, growth, mo, motion; o r ,  critical; min, minimum; i, 2) first 
and second breakup conditions; re, reduced. 
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~NALYSIS OF SELF-SIMILKRL~INAR FLOWS IN 

SLOT CHANNELS WITH ONE PERMEABLE WALL 

P. A. Novikov and L. Ya. Lyubin UDC 582.542.2:532.546 

An analysis is made of  the fluid flows in a plane slot permeable channel. 
It is shown that for large numbers R (suction) self-similar solutions exist. 

Plane and axisy~Lmetric laminar flows are observed in many modern engineering elements 
[i, 2]. These are systems of "porous" effusion cooling, heat pipes, heat exchange sublima- 
tion apparatus, apparatus for thermostatic regulation of !ar~e-scale objects [3, 4~, and 
distributive collectors of heat exchangers [5]. It is difficult to assume a uniform dis- 
charge distribution of the heat carrier in channels without analyzing the flows in such ap- 

paratus. 
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